




What drew you to the 
Scottsdale Chorus?

Why do you stay?



How can choruses stay 
motivated and inspired 
while working hard to 
achieve excellence?



Love to perform but don’t like to 
compete?

Love to compete but don’t get to 
perform? 

Can you love and do both?



Year City Placement

1974 Milwaukee 2nd
1977 London 3rd
1979 St. Louis 3rd
1982 Minneapolis 3rd
1984 Las Vegas 1st
1987 Hawaii 2nd
1989 Miami Beach 1st



Year City Placement

1993 Indianapolis 3rd
1995 New Orleans 3rd
1998 Nashville 3rd
2000 Orlando 2nd
2002 Nashville 3rd
2005 Detroit 1st
2008 Hawaii 3rd
2010 Seattle 1st
2013 Hawaii 2nd
2015 Las Vegas 1st



Consistency

Hard Work

Innovation





Rehearsal time:

48 rehearsals a year
3 hours per rehearsal
22 x 48 x 3 = 

3,168 hours of 
rehearsal

Competition time:

8 contests of 6 min. 
semis + 15 min finals +
2 contests of 7 min. 
semis + 15 min finals =
3.5 hours of singing on 
Int’l Contest stage



When 1/1000th of your time is 
tied to competition, be sure the 
other 999/1000th is worthwhile!



Our choruses are living, changing beings 
with ebbs and flows; ups and downs.
• We lost 35 members after our Detroit gold!

Life is messy.

• What do you do when your director needs a re-
charge?



One-to-one first meeting:
“What can others do for you?”

Dream Team: (3 music, 3 admin + Lori)
“Who are your customers?”

Whole Chorus:
“Who are you today?”
“Who do you want to be in Seattle?”
“What needs to be done to get there?”



Establish a clear identity for the 
Scottsdale Chorus.

Perpetuate the legacy by recruiting 
and attaining younger members.

Take our art form to a wider 
audience.



Personal accountability/discipline

Performance

Education

Excellence in rehearsals

Planning 



Supports the Mission of SAI

Demonstrates desire for a high level of 
performance with work ethic

Shares the workload

Attends rehearsals, performances, 
coaching



Earns the recognition with dedication

Honors our legacy by continuous improvement

Learns music and choreography on time

Participates in educational opportunities

Dares to be courageous, out-of-the-box performers



Appreciates all learning styles

Loves planning but remains flexible

Chooses to be positive and respectful

Values each member’s unique contribution



Brought us all together to solve the 
problem.

Everyone had input and everyone's 
input was valued.

Allowed us to discover what is truly 
important to us.



Even if you are 
completely 
happy, keep 

moving.

Keep evolving, 
learning, 
growing, 
adapting.

Keep asking the 
tough questions.

Who are we?  
Who do we want 
to be in x years?







It’s a fine, fine line.  J

If you don’t have much energy, 
chorus probably won’t have much.

If you have too much energy, that 
can be a problem, too!



Live qualification for all members

Modifications

Emphasis on education, not 
exclusion



Immediate, specific feedback, music in hands to 
work out problems immediately

Members get multiple repetitions of the song from 
beginning to end

Chorus members get to stand with singers 
elsewhere on the risers

Celebration of successes, encouragement and 
assistance with problem spots. 



Members learn their music faster, more 
accurately, and on time.

Specified deadlines are maintained and met. 
Keeps musical leaders true to a plan that supports 
the schedule.

Chorus sings on risers without musical leaders, 
since most of them are listeners. Develops 
independence.



Listeners gain confidence, builds depth in 
sections.

We are able to work on artistry faster since all 
have learned the music on time.

Chorus knows everyone is held to the same 
standard for every piece of music. 

Each member is dependable and knows she can 
depend on those around her.



No 100% notes 
and words 

program is fool-
proof

We are human 
and bound to 

make mistakes.

Raise your hand 
if you know it 

was you
Did you hear..?



Does your audition material 
reflect the difficulty of 
repertoire you sing?

Does it demonstrate how 
important it is to learn quickly 
and accurately?



Contest uptune and ballad for vocal

Contest uptune full choreo for visual audition

In 5 weeks: both are sung memorized in practice 
audition with feedback from a section leader.

Vocal audition is on 7th week.



Unique, not sung much in SAI

Choose the arrangement best suited to you, or request 
a custom arrangement

Must have a positive/uplifting message

Keep it challenging;  teach to fastest learners

Get best possible learning media



Find styles you like in arrangers and 
reach out to them!

Ask them to help fit the arrangement 
to you. 

Ask them about custom 
arrangements of new songs.







Singing well 
produces 

JOY!

Singing great 
music produces

JOY!

Trusting each 
other produces

JOY!

Constantly learning 
something new 

produces 

JOY!



Dynamics as tools of emotion

Word clarity/consonants

Loud ≠ anger  Tension ≠ passion



Clarity in softs

Interjections!

Instrument sounds – really go for it!

Singer-driven vs. Director controlled








